HOW TO SOLVE the WORLD ?!

2012/2/17,3/3.

(Interpretation by Logical Dualism).
The purpose of following tables are to spotlight and to verify the disputing world ploblems at now.
Note the right column are description of the realities by observing
observing,while left is logical negation
of right,so those are something "should be". Then you could see the world now is upside down
damn one.
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dominator:
⑴dominator:
dominator:(who do what by how due to why at when in where).
As you knew,the mankind history is almost hegemony transition race by dominators.To tell
for today's world,those are superwealthy the conqurere in global capitalism and aristocrat
the stubborn hereditary.They made an ally called the Bilderberger. Above all,the infulence by
Rockefeller(USA) and UK imperial (≡R&U)are outstanding.

⑵Ph
Phiilosophy:(the key element for disclosing the global ruling is due to this !).
After all,ideology is all,only which could drive our actions.Hereupon this report is to verify
outrageous conclusion that this secualr world is upside down
down.The evidences are
revealed from ideolgy in the below and fact that mankind are on going toward fireballl earth
due to decent science varidity..Even though they will not take effective countermeasure.
Devil philosophy.
⒜Devil
This is equivalent to that people and nation are tools for dominator
dominator,which is due to
G.W.F.Hoegel 's philosophy in dictatorship feudalism of Preusen Germany. This is also
called synarchy
synarchy(＝fascism) against anarchy.Note USA is not nation of liberty,but invisible
police state
super-fascism one with high-tech mind control and with supervising net works(police
state).
CIA was founded by Bush Family(skull and bones) by secret importing NAZIS persons.
They has been endeavoring to export this philosophy to world wide.The deep infulence
could be found also in Japan beurocrat and media ruling
ruling(＝cia connections after the war).
In the other hand, many noticed these threatening and have been against those.

Atheism
Anti-righteousness
Barbarianism
{exploitation,violence,war}
⒝Atheism
Atheism＝Anti-righteousness
Anti-righteousness＝Barbarianism
Barbarianism＝{exploitation,violence,war}
{exploitation,violence,war}..
As you know,God is righteousness
righteousness,so atheism is the negation,which turn to be
{Barbarianism＝exploitation,violence,war}. So to say a lowless world.USA after the 9//11,
they had become lowless against people of sacred scripture(Muslim).To tell from very
beginning,the EXODUS by Moses and his the ten commandments was initiation of
religion(Judaism),which was trying to shut down barbarianism in soceity. It is a trying to
establish righteousness in society for people's stable co-living. Goethe once told war,
business and pirate are trilateral.So war
war((violence,
violence,))exploitation,
exploitation,and ruler are also trilateral.
Those can not be theism.Judaist has been persecuted to expel them becoming bad for long
history due to atheist rulers. Then who has been ruling now world by what way ?.
The capitalism with exploitation ,wars and massive deceptions. Following are examples
*Religion is genuine.
*Current regime would cause fireball earth due to Arctic Methane Catastrophe.

The Imperfect pseudo science without religion.
⒞The
In modern age,people has been educated that religion is out of the science.But it is inability
of established imcomplete science that had made historical fatal mistakes.
http://www.777true.net/Proof-on-God.pdf
Now world academy and religion authority has been on scilence the fatal serious fact.
Thus you could see upside down damn world.

The international class structure
⑶The
structure.
R&U
people in USA,EU,

A dominator used to set lower class for hiding their
highest class.This is the fundamental method to
covert people's hostility against the highest.

People in other nations
That is,people in major middle class has been decieving by relative satisfaction due to being
lower class.However even such situation became worse by the recent global depression.

Strategy
⑷Strategy
StrategyⅠ(Aim of Life)
Strategy
⑸Strategy
StrategyⅡ(global financial crisis and zero-sum theorem for debt and asset
asset).
There must be a lender behind a debt. Debt and bond are accurately one to one mapping.
total sum of bond}
So {total sum of debt
debt＝total
bond}.Therefore none can decrease debt without
decreasing bond.Hereupon bonds belong to wealthy while debts belong to borrower.
The former will not want borrower's default
default. As the consequence,huge debts were
sovereign crisis
tranfered to goverments(sovereign
crisis)from financial farm,which would lose rescue tool
for poverish nation people in last stage of economic collapse.That is ,the crisis now has
been accelating that wealthy become more wealthy,while poor become poorer.Can you
realy think it possible to overcome the coming global collapse by own individual effort ?.
No !!.Something fundamental national strategy to secure co-living would be indispensable.
Strategy
⑹Strategy
StrategyⅢ (coutermeasure on climate change catastrophe
atastrophe((CCC
CCC))).
Deadly Climate
⒜Deadly
Climate(Arctic Methane Catastrophe Possibility)::
To tell the climate crisis reality,modern civilization with huge oil consumption had ended.
Unless emergent drastic carbon energy reduction,life on the earth would be extincted within
the global poor-lization is right !!
decades.People will not face this fatal fact.In this sense,the
!!.
the global poor-lization is inevitable.
Whether the evil dominator be or not be,the
inevitable.The possible
way of massive survibal life is only eating with sleeping
sleeping.This is the very reality of CCC.

global massive(99...%) resonance of SCILENCE on CCC reality
⒝global
reality.
Therefore high pride white USA and EU people dislike countermeasure against CCC.
Don't they realy know outrageously terrible coming climate hell ???.

Author himself

convince that once one had known the cruel reality,they would do anything necessary.
USA and EU major media will never release report on fatal reality of CCC
CCC.For example,
Exxon-Mobil(Rockefeller) has been intefering on announcement by IPCC(intergovermental
panel on climate change).As the consequnce, global people had lost chance to be aware of
Both this
fatality of CCC.Above all,carbon reduction is fatal for current capitalism running.Both
fact and the global huge financial collpse become diagnosis on Death of Capitalism
Capitalism..
Entrepreneures has been worry only on own coorporate profit.Also almost people
depending on this carbon capitalism will not face the reality of CCC. Facing the economic
collapse,they are too busy in securing own individual way of life to care on CCC.
This conservative way is to enhance more global massive(99...%) resonance of
SCILENCE on CCC reality
reality. Especially almost commercial mass media are desparate.

in case of the Bilderbergers.
⒞in
However,there were an exception who consider those too serious,fatal and feared that
those are to cause their status decline
decline.Only elites the Bilderbergers had already known
the eugenists
those fatality well,hence they(the
eugenists) had determined and conspired to launch
anti-revolution war)
the final decisive battle called operation EndGame(
EndGame(＝anti-revolution
war).It is to devaste
global revolution against them
citizens will to establish class-less society(global
them)with
liberty-equality-philanthropy before they became aware of those realities{class structure with
wealth and status,cause of global economic collapse(GEC) and CCC}.Then the key word is
revoulution is more terriblen than defeating war
war(facist PM Fumimaro-Konoe(Japanese
Imperial family), who feared domestic revolution when without war against Chaina,and had
known no winning probability in the following war against USA.
Their possible scenario(
devidened and ruled
,or unite and struggle
).
⒟Their
scenario(devidened
ruled,or
struggle).
Let's see Greek peoples livelihood and government in debt crisis.In coming massive
financial collapse and coming wild climate enviroment,most of people 's livelihood would
become bitter and bitter to bankrupt,while government administration ability also would
decline due to financial difficulty(decreasing revenue and increasing spending).Then
people's eye never fail to orient the highest class.This is inevitable path where one have and
the other have not in class society
society.This is fear for the elites,which is to cause wars in future.

Ⅰ:By accelating the global financial crisis,deepen wealth gap between rich and poor.
As the consequence,debts are to concentrate to government from financial farm,which
would disable government to rescue people in the last crisis stage,while wealthy are saved.
Ⅱ:Massive people's livelihood bankrupcy would cause nation unstability,which would force
people to do revolution or war.They would induce wars by previously setted conspiracy.Then
USA-UK-Israel the elite ally
the kernel nations is {USA-UK-Israel
ally} against Middle east nations and others.
Making war is an effective way to avert people's hostility against the highest class.
World War
Ⅲ:World
WarⅢ in order to exterminate 80% mankind(the supreme barbarianism).
the righteous for people
After all, their atheism is to do any thing they want by without God(the
war as barbarianism. Once triggered,they would do until they could do.
co-live) ＝war

PEACE KEEPING OPTION:
⒠PEACE
This is fatal for us at now.
http://www.777true.net/PEACE-KEEPING-OPTION-between-ISRAEL-and-MUSLIM-NATIONS.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Essentia-Criminal-for-Causing-the-Massive-Palestinian-Refugee-is-EUROPE-USA.pdf

Globalism
⑻Globalism
Globalism::
Self-Sufficient Localism with Strong

Multinational Coorporate Powers Ally

International Mutual Supports

intending to weaken sovereign ones

Option by You
(Option
You)

(the Bilderberg annual meeting)

Multinational Coorporate syste is mere result of their limitless desire for profit(hegemonism)
without system stability consideration
consideration.A designer seeking system stability is used to
employ pararell running array of independent units
units(sub-system).While the former is
tandem system of closely mutual dependent.The most typical and miserable example may
be global financial sectors crisis,which is due to global connectiion of networks of monetary
flows.All of them simultaneously encounter the crisis.In the global crisis,pararell running
system would enable surviving of some of units without total collapse
collapse.Supposing climate
self-sufficient localism is the best with minimum energy
change worsenning,self-sufficient
energy..
INDUSTRY:
⑼INDUSTRY:
Option by You
Low tek Agliculture
Agliculture(Option
You)

High tek Manufacture with Banks

Natural Energy, Nuclear Power,

high consuming Carbon Energy

accessory industries
Life in Natural Low

Life against Natural Low

Vegetation can sink atmospheric CO2,so its increasing could acts temperature down.
Temperature down decrease vegetation,so decreasing carbon sink acts temperature up.
Thus vegetation is kernel of global temperature keeper
keeper(a natural low).However mankind
devastated global vegetation with man-made CO2 increasing(out of the low).Mankind never
can produce own foods without life
life＝vegetation and catle(carbonhydrate and protein) .

POLITICS:
⑽POLITICS:
the marvelous common feature of coming mankind property predicted by both
A.Hitler(the monster of hatred) and David.Icke.(infite love with truth)
truth)..
http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/b1fha400.html#01
Mankind now would be evolve to become those who are ruled and who rule.The former of
sheeple
major(sheeple
sheeple)consider themselve of free will,but are subconsiously manipulated by
Bigbrother
Bigbrother(the facist). This is due to old G.W.Hoegel's philosphy of dictatorship feudalism
Preusen Germany,which was employed as fundamental ideology in Illuminati
Illuminati,,Skull and
Bones(CIA)
Bones(CIA). Genius and nation people are to fully become hands and foots of dominator.
MK-ultra developped by CIA seems to be generalized to application for massive public.
Mind Kontrol tek is developped to establish mankind coral at final stage by Bigbrothers.

⒜David warned those coming crisis. In his fablic theory,the rulers (Bigbrother )are called
reptilian,
reptilian,those reality are UK imperial(nobility the hereditary family
family)and Rockefeller(ultra
Illuminati
wealthy family), ...etc.They are the establishment(
establishment(Illuminati
Illuminati)).
A threatening causes people's anxiety mind ,which is to compel people to follow
⒝A
rulers will
Problem-reaction-solution
will. {Problem-reaction-solution
Problem-reaction-solution}} is conspiracy process. Problems is to cause
people's anxiety,so they call for solution to ruler and the ruler guide them destined trap.
Example1) 9/11 threatening against Muslim → War making against Afgan & Iraqi.
Example2) Lehman bankrupcy → bailout by nation people's tax(government weakened).
Then he propose countermeasure (overcoming method)of love connections in
⒞Then
people's minds by(truth setting us free)
free). Even though fable fasion,those are reasonable
After all,people must unite with only truth and against ruler
to understand for everyone.After
ruler.

